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UPCOMING EVENTS

Executive Functioning Skills
Executive functions are the crucial self-regulating skills we all use daily to achieve goals by
planning, organising, making decisions, and learning from our mistakes. Kids depend on their
executive functions for everything, from deciding what to have for breakfast, packing a school
bag, what to do at lunchtime or what they will be doing in their learning.
At Fisk, we are working on teaching our students the executive functioning skills that they need
to be successful lifelong learners. We focus on seven essential skills: planning, organisation, time
management, self-monitoring, working memory, self-control and flexible or adaptive thinking.
Teachers are teaching this by explicitly modelling these skills throughout our lessons and within
our student's individual learning goals.
How can you help your child develop these skills?
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Adelaide Show

There are many ways to help your child learn these essential skills. Setting up morning,
homework and night-time routines with checklists, marking important dates on calendars or in
school diaries and creating shopping lists will help children develop their planning, time
management and organisation. Playing card and board games can teach students about
self-control and regulation. Being willing to give new things a go, making mistakes and then
trying again teaches children to be flexible thinkers and problem solvers.
When doing these things with your child, explain the reasoning behind it. Kids are more likely to
commit to something if they understand why it might help them. Set up a reward system with
them to help with motivation and the importance of these skills.
Simon Trezise, Engagement Coordinator
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Feedback to Move Learning Forward
Amber Cabban—Senior Leader
Seeking, receiving and
responding to feedback is a key
element in our learning design
process.
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Mathematics
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Community

FISK AWARDS—Doing Your Best
Room 6
The Doing Your Best Award this week for Room 6 goes to Harley
Adams, who has tried to do new and challenging things lately,
giving lots of things his best go. He has improved in this area so
much. Well done!

Room 7
The Doing Your Best Award this week for Room 7 goes to
Seth Wollaston who has done a fantastic job at reading. He
participates in the daily review, always tries his best with his
guided reading activities and has been persistent when he is
in the Learning Pit. He has also gone up two reading levels this
term!

Contact Details

Room 10
The Doing Your Best Award this week for Room 10 goes to
Katherine O’Brien, who has been showing how she has been
doing her best by keeping on task, having a go at any learning
she may not know or understand clearly and discussing and
asking peers or the teacher for help.

0407 619 351
0400 839 179

Room 11
The Doing Your Best Award this week for Room 11 goes to
Chelsea Ditton for always trying her best during our maths
lessons and working hard to achieve her learning goals.

Science/Arts
The Doing Your Best Award this week for Science/Arts goes to
Eli Belamarie for consistently applying maximum effort. He
engages with the content and uses questioning to understand
our world.
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